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The conference was structured around a rotating  
timetable of sessions which allowed the attendees  
to participate in interactive presentations covering a  
variety of topics namely:

• Our mechanical, electrical and instrumentation offering:  
To reinforce that Engineering Construction has recently  
increased their delivery capability to include mechanical pipe work installations, separately, 
or as part of an overall package including electrical and instrumentation 

• Working with our supply chain: In this session two of our key supply chain partners, 
Anixter and Hargreaves, demonstrated their close working relationship with Balfour Beatty 
and the learning from previous conferences that they have since introduced into their own 
business. 

• Innovation in design: In this session stakeholders were shown several current and future 
innovative techniques that can be utilised on projects, providing installation and safety 
benefits whilst also challenging the audience with the question: Is it innovation or value 
engineering?

Balfour Beatty Engineering 
Construction recently held 

its third annual communications 
conference in Glasgow, delivered 
over two days to customers and 
other stakeholders.

The key message of this year’s 
conference was to explain 
Engineering Construction’s place 
within Balfour Beatty’s Major 
Projects Business Stream.

“Really impressed with 
apprentice scheme and the 

structured programme that BB 
have in place. This has been a 

thought provoking point which I will 
personally take back to Schneider 
and try to help enhance our own 

apprentice and graduate 
programme”

John Patton 
Schneider Electric

“I have been quite surprised 
at the lack of awareness of 

the approved cable initiative and 
shall be providing feedback to them 

accordingly. 

They clearly need to step up the 
awareness  
campaign!”

Alex Calder 
Anixter
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We have a supply chain 
finance programme 

being launched within BB; 
information can be given by  

the procurement teams  
in the region.

Martin Dick 
Balfour Beatty 
Procurement

First class 
presentations, content 

and presenters. Genuine 
spirit of welcoming suppliers 
and sharing/mentoring of BB 

methods and techniques. 
Several of these will be used 

to form our own ‘road 
maps’. 

Phil Jennings 
NRL

  • Sustainability, our collective     
     responsibility: Sustainability plays an  
  ever increasing part in our thinking and 

this session aimed to challenge people’s perception of what 
sustainability is, to share what it means to Balfour Beatty and 
to consider how the audience can become sustainable leaders 
in their own business. 

• Developing our talent in the community: For several years 
Engineering Construction has promoted close links with 
the communities in which we work and the investment in 
developing our talent. During this session Tom Hyland, a 4th 
year apprentice from our West Region told the audience 
about his apprenticeship and training but 
also his work with local communities and  
schools as a STEM ambassador, promoting 
career opportunities within our industry.

On opening the conference Simon Lafferty, 
Managing Director Engineering  
Construction, explained that the conference 
theme running through each session was to 
inform, to share and to collaborate with our 
stakeholders.

The overwhelming feedback from those  
who attended the conference was that, 
although a serious message was being 
delivered it was conveyed in a unique and 
enjoyable style. They found the event 
informative and felt that it was a great 
opportunity to increase their understanding 
of Engineering Construction and share ideas.

Good 
conference. 

Would work better for 
me if there were more 
customers represented, 

particularly from  
power, oil, chemical 

industries

Mike Pizey
INEOS
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I just wanted to pass on my 
thanks to you for your excellent 
hospitality... The event was both 

enjoyable, informative and run to a highly 
professional standard.

For me this was my first real introduction  
to Balfour Beatty as an organisation  

and I left with a very favourable opinion  
of both the company and the people  

who work for it.

Dermot Lynch
Siemens

Excellent presentation by 
Tom, I picked up so many 

good ideas to take back to the 
school - 

STEM ambassadors, 
collaboration board, 
“you said, we did...” 

Michael Chromy
School Teacher

If you have any further comments/feedback/ 
questions please do not hesistate to get in touch.

email: Dawn.Smith@bbesl.com

Great to have so many 
people ask “Are we not having 
the children here this year?” 

Glad to see they have left such 
an impression.

Sharon Young
Balfour Beatty


